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Abstract Transport is a key parameter in air quality research and plays a dominant role in the Colorado
Northern Front Range Metropolitan Area (NFRMA), where terrain-induced flows and recirculation patterns
can lead to vigorous mixing of different emission sources. To assess different transport processes and their
connection to air quality in the NFRMA during the FRAPPÉ and DISCOVER-AQ campaigns in summer 2014, we
use the Weather Research and Forecasting Model with inert tracers. Overall, the model represents well the
measured winds, and the inert tracers are in good agreement with observations of comparable trace gas
concentrations. The model tracers support the analysis of surface wind and ozone measurements and allow
for the analysis of transport patterns and interactions of emissions. A main focus of this study is on
characterizing pollution transport from the NFRMA to the mountains by mountain-valley flows and the
potential for recirculating pollution back into the NFRMA. One such event on 12 August 2014 was well
captured by the aircraft and is studied in more detail. The model represents the flow conditions and
demonstrates that during upslope events, frequently, there is a separation of air masses that are heavily
influenced by oil and gas emissions to the north and dominated by urban emissions to the south. This case
study provides evidence that NFRMA pollution not only can impact the nearby foothills and mountain areas
to the east of the Continental Divide but that pollution can “spillover” into the valleys to the west of the
Continental Divide.

1. Introduction

Two major field campaigns—the National Science Foundation (NSF)/National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) and State of Colorado Front Range Air Pollution and Photochemistry Éxperiment
(FRAPPÉ) and the fourth deployment of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Deriving Information on Surface conditions from Column and Vertically Resolved Observations Relevant to
Air Quality (DISCOVER-AQ)—were conducted jointly in summer 2014 to study summertime ozone pollution
in the Colorado Northern Front Range Metropolitan Area (NFRMA), an area that is in nonattainment of the
current ozone standards. Characterizing and modeling air quality in the NFRMA poses large challenges
due to the complex terrain and meteorology as well as the mix of diverse pollution sources including urban
sources, power plants, large industrial sources, agricultural activities, oil and gas exploration, and natural
sources like wildfires, biogenic VOCs, or windblown dust.

The NFRMA is located at an elevation of roughly 1,600–1,800 m, on the plains just east of the Central Rocky
Mountains. To the west of the NFRMA, the terrain becomes mountainous, mostly wooded, with scattered
smaller communities up to elevations below 3,000 m, and then transitions into the mostly uninhabited alpine
region along the Continental Divide, reaching up to 4,300 m altitude. Several major river canyons extend
from the high terrain down into the NFRMA, which, in parts, are less than 1 km wide, that is, of subgrid scale
in most chemical transport models, adding to the complexity of the terrain and transport.

In the summer months, particularly during weak synoptic conditions, the local meteorology is mainly con-
trolled by thermally driven, terrain-induced, diurnal flow patterns, often also referred to as
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upslope/downslope or mountain-valley winds (Johnson & Toth, 1982; Toth & Johnson, 1985, Arritt, Wilczak, &
Young, 1992, and references therein). This has unique consequences for the transport, mixing, and photoche-
mical processing of local emissions (Baumann et al., 1997; Doran, 1996; Greenland, 1980; Haagenson, 1979;
Olson et al., 1997) including the potential of bringing NFRMA pollution into the pristine mountains
(Benedict et al., 2011; Brodin et al., 2011; Brodin, Helmig, & Oltmans, 2010; Darrouzet-Nardi et al., 2012;
Parrish et al., 1986). Conversely, stronger frontal passages can induce outflow of NFRMA pollution to the east,
impacting downwind agricultural areas in the central Great Plains. Such export events, as well as thunder-
storms, are the major mechanisms for cleaning out accumulated pollution in the NFRMA. The characteristics
and variability of mountain-valley winds are the main focus of this paper, but we also assess the general dis-
tribution and mixing of different emission sources.

Transport is a key driver in air quality research and plays a dominant role in determining pollution levels, spe-
cifically in the Front Range, where terrain-induced flow and recirculation patterns can lead to vigorous mixing
of different emission sources. As a result, the analysis of wind roses does not necessarily provide sufficient
information on the origin of air masses arriving at a certain location. A more appropriate method in this
regard might be back-trajectories, but these do not provide information on the dilution and spatial
distribution of different emissions unless methods such as a Lagrangian particle dispersion model is used
(e.g., Angevine et al., 2013; Brioude et al., 2013; Hegarty et al., 2013; Stohl et al., 2005). In this work, to assess
different transport processes and their connection to air quality in the NFRMA during the campaign period,
we use a chemical transport model, the Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF) with inert tracers.
During the campaign, we conducted a real-time WRF forecast that included tracers from different emission
sectors and regions. This product showed high value as a planning tool during the campaign and is used
in this study. The model tracers support the analysis of surface wind and ozone measurements and allow
for the analysis of how emissions from different source types are transported and where and when we find
efficient mixing of different emission sources. The analysis of the tracers can point toward conditions that
should be investigated further using chemical measurements and modeling and is valuable in support of
the field observations analysis.

Here we provide an evaluation of the model and use the average spatial distribution of tracers to assess
which regions are on average most impacted by which source sector and how these emissions typically
are mixed. We use theWRF tracers to look inmore detail at a day where the NCAR/NSF C-130 aircraft captured
well an upslope event (12 August 2014) and compare this case study to other upslope events during the
campaign period.

2. Field Campaign Observations

During summer 2014 two major field campaigns took place in the NFRMA with the objective to study the dri-
vers of ozone pollution. The FRAPPÉ field experiment was carried out jointly with the fourth deployment of
the NASA DISCOVER-AQ between 15 July and 20 August 2014 with most DISCOVER-AQ platforms ending
on about 10 August. For simplicity, we refer to the joint campaigns as FRAPPÉ/DAQ.

Chemical and meteorological observations were conducted in total from five aircraft, multiple mobile vans,
ozonesondes, lidars, tethered balloons, and numerous operational and additional surface sites. In this paper,
we use measurements from two of the aircraft, the NASA P-3B and the NSF/NCAR C130. The NASA P-3
conducted flights on 16 days starting on 17 July and ending on 8 August 2014 following a repetitive pattern
over the NFRMA. The flight pattern included spirals over six surface sites to assess the diurnal and small-scale
variabilities in pollutants. For the NCAR/NSF C130, in contrast, flight patterns were designed to target
specific objectives dictated by atmospheric conditions. The 15 flights from 26 July to 18 August 2014
were focused on emissions in the NFRMA, followed upslope transport of NFRMA pollution into the
mountains, and measured Colorado western slope emissions and outflow from the NFRMA. Our focus
in this paper is on flights in the NFRMA and the nearby mountains. Aircraft data focused in here include
NOx, ethane, and ammonia data on the NCAR/NSF C-130 and NASA P-3. For more details on the data
and measurement techniques, the reader is referred to Weinheimer et al. (1994) for NOx measurements,
Yacovitch et al. (2014) for NASA P-3 ethane measurements, Sun et al. (2014) for NASA P-3 ammonia mea-
surements, Richter et al. (2015) for NCAR/NSF C-130 ethane measurements, and Herndon et al. (2005) for
NCAR/NSF C-130 ammonia measurements.
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In Table 1 we list the surface sites that are included in this study
with their location. The area topography is shown in Figure 1. In
addition to sites in the NFRMA, we include four high altitude sites
to the west of the NFRMA. The area of the NFRMA is rather small;
the distance from Chatfield to Fort Collins is about 110 km and from
RF North to Platteville about 70 km. Yet as will be shown, the varia-
bility in emissions and dynamics is very high, posing significant
challenges to characterizing the drivers behind high concentrations
of air pollution.

3. Model Description

During the campaigns, the Weather Research and Forecasting
Model (WRF) V3.3.1 was run in forecast mode to support flight
design and forecasting. National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecast System (GFS) analysis fields at
0.5° × 0.5° were used to initialize WRF at 00UTC and 12UTC, and
48 h forecasts were constrained by lateral boundary conditions
from GFS forecasts. A 2-domain setup was used with a 15 km outer
domain covering the Western U.S. (not shown) and an inner 3 km
domain covering Colorado and parts of neighboring states. Only
results of the inner domain are considered here. The vertical resolu-
tion was set to 36 levels between the surface and 10 hPa. Other

model configuration settings include the Yonsei University (YSU) boundary layer scheme (Hong, 2010;
Hong, Noh, & Dudhia, 2006; Hu, Klein, & Xue, 2013), Thompson microphysics (Thompson et al., 2008), the
Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for GCM (RRTMG) radiation schemes (Iacono et al., 2008), the Kain-Fritsch

Table 1
Location Information for Surface Sites Mentioned in This Study Ordered
by Longitude

Site
Latitude

(N)
Longitude

(W)
Elevation

(m asl) Type

Aurora East
(AUREAST)

39.639 �104.569 1,552 AF

Platteville 40.182 �104.727 1,516 S
Weld County
(WC) Tower

40.386 �104.737 1,484 AF

La Casa 39.779 �105.005 1,602 S
BAO 40.043 �105.006 1,579 S
Chatfield Park
(CHATPARK)

39.534 �105.070 1,676 S

Fort Collins (FTC) CSU 40.571 �105.080 1,524 S
NREL Golden 39.744 �105.178 1,832 AFS
RF North 39.913 �105.189 1,802 AF
Squaw Mountain 39.681 �105.496 3,420 AM
Longs Peak 40.278 �105.545 2,743 AM
Trail Ridge Road 40.39 �105.686 3,498 AM
Mines Peak 39.794 �105.764 3,805 AM

Note. Sites focused at in the analysis are indicated by “A,” NASA P-3 spiraling
sites by “S,” nonspiral front range sites by “F,” and mountain sites by “M.”

Figure 1. Topography of the study region. The light gray dots indicate the four mountain sites used in this study, the dark gray dots the four sites in the NFRMA
used in the analysis of upslope events. The white dots indicate other NFRMA spiral sites for the NASA P-3. Site characteristics are listed in Table 1. Additional sites used
later in the analysis are indicated by triangles. County lines are shown as solid lines.
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cumulus scheme for the outer domain (Kain, 2004), Noah land surface model (Tewari et al., 2004), and the
Monin-Obukov surface layer scheme (Janjic, 1994). Instantaneous model output is saved at each simulation
hour. For comparison and integration with the observations, the hourly griddedmodel output has been inter-
polated to the time and location of the measurements.

We added a set of chemically inert tracers to WRF to track the transport of different source sectors. The tracers
are only emitted from their respective sources, and there are no other production mechanisms. These tracers
are an addition to the scheme described by Barth et al. (2012). The tracers included in the current study are an
oil and gas tracer (TROG) representative of emissions from oil and natural gas (OG) activities in Colorado; an
area tracer (TRArea) and a mobile tracer (TRMobile) representative of Colorado area and mobile emissions,
respectively; and an agricultural tracer (TRAgr) representative of agricultural emissions in Colorado. To
define the tracer emissions, we chose surrogate chemical species that are characteristic for the specified
emissions but note that the tracers do not represent the chemical nature of the chemical surrogates.
We use nitrogen oxide (NOx) for TRAREA and TRMobile, ethane for TROG, and ammonia (NH3) for TRAgr.
TRArea and TRMobile are combined in our analysis (TRAreaMobile) and for simplicity also referred to as “urban.”
Each tracer was given a 2 day lifetime, which allows following the transport but avoids that the tracers
accumulate in the NFRMA.

Base emission inventories were chosen based on availability and representativeness for 2014 sources. OG
emissions are based on the Western Regional Air Partnership 2008 inventory. Comparison to more recent
emission inventories now available to us (Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) National Emission
Inventory (NEI) 2011 and an inventory based on 2014 activity data) shows that the 2008 inventory reasonably
well represents the 2014 spatial distribution (not shown). Area and mobile sources are from a Colorado
Department of Public Health and Environment inventory projected for 2018, and agricultural emissions are
from the EPA NEI 2011. An average diurnal cycle was superimposed on TRArea, TRMobile, and TRAg. Other tra-
cers not used in this analysis include a tracer from NOx sources from neighboring states within the WRF inner
domain, a lightning NOx tracer, a stratospheric tracer, and a lateral boundary condition tracer.

In Figure S1 in the supporting information, we plot maps of the model emission tracers together with the
same sites shown in Figure 1. In Figure S2 we show the diurnal cycle in TRArea and TRMobile. The majority of
the tracer emissions are within the NFRMA, and there are no major emission sources for 100 km and more
to the west. To create a continuous time series from the individual forecast cycles, we extracted forecast
hours 6–18 from each 00 and 12 UTC cycle; that is, we allow for a 6 h spin-up. Only when specifically noted,
we use the results from a single forecast cycle only. We do note that model simulations might vary substan-
tially between different forecast cycles; however, this study is not about evaluating the performance of indi-
vidual forecast lead times.

4. Model Evaluation—Meteorology

We provide an evaluation of the modeled meteorology and transport during the FRAPPÉ/DAQ period. We
focus on the performance of model winds, given that the focus of this study is on NFRMA transport patterns,
and assess the general model performance over the period of the campaign. Individual case studies are pre-
sented later in the paper. We select only surface sites for which both ozone and wind observations
are available.

We begin with an evaluation of modeled 10 m winds to surface observations taken at selected sites in the
NFRMA. In Figure 2, we compare the vector average wind direction and average wind speed at six locations,
which are used later in the analysis. Statistics are shown over the FRAPPÉ time period (15 July to 20 August).
These include two sites in the NFRMA near the foothills (RF North and the NASA P-3 spiral location NREL
Golden) and two locations in the Colorado Eastern plains (WC Tower and Aurora East). In addition, we include
two high-elevation sites, Longs Peak and Trail Ridge Road, for which wind and ozonemeasurements are avail-
able. The Longs Peak station is located just to the west of the Peak to Peak Highway, and Trail Ridge Road is
situated just below the Continental Divide on the east side near Trail Ridge Road. Evaluations for additional
surface sites are shown in Figure S3 and include the remaining NASA P-3 spiral locations. Except for Trail
Ridge Road, where hourly averages are provided, observations are available as 1 min averages. For direct
comparison to the surface sites, the observations are hourly averaged and then compared to the
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instantaneous hourly model output. We expect that most of the surface sites are impacted by local effects
that likely will not get resolved by the model despite a 3 km grid resolution. We also note that the
definition of a “vector averaged” wind direction can be misleading given the high variability but
nevertheless allows insight into general flow regimes.

For NFRMA sites, themodel represents well the average wind speed at 10m above ground level (agl) with the
exception of Fort Collins CSU (Figure S3), where the model is biased high. Both observations andmodel show
a tendency for highest wind speeds in the afternoon. The model captures the average wind direction at most

Figure 2. Measured (black) and modeled (red) diurnal cycle for 6 a.m. to 6 a.m. LT in wind direction (vector average for wind speed >0.3 m/s; left) and wind
speed (right) for selected surface sites. Shown aremean, median, standard deviation, and, for wind speed only, minimum andmaximum over the FRAPPÉ time period
(15 July to 20 August).
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sites with a dominance of easterly (upslope) winds in the morning/early afternoon. Winds take on a more
westerly component (downslope) in the late afternoon and during nighttime, but the wind direction varies
more strongly among the sites as local topography and large-scale flow patterns influence the buildup of
the downsloping winds. Sites in the northern NFRMA (Fort Collins CSU and WC Tower) show a dominance
of winds from the NW at night. Both Fort Collins CSU and the Weld County Tower site are in the Cache la
Poudre drainage, which might explain the northwesterly flow at night. The WC Tower site might also be
under the influence of northwesterly flow coming from the western corner of the Cheyenne Ridge, which
has a steeper slope than the Platte Valley to the south. Sites from Denver up to Greely (e.g., La Casa, BAO,
and Platteville), however, show winds mostly from the SW, representing the drainage flows along the
Platte River Valley, the region stretching from Denver to about Greeley (Toth & Johnson, 1985).

The two sites near the foothills (NREL Golden and RF North) show westerly downsloping winds taking over
late afternoon/early evening, and while the model performs well during the periods of pronounced slope
winds, it has slight difficulty representing the switch from upslope to downslope winds. These two sites spe-
cifically are impacted by subgrid local topographic features as they are nestled near the foothills at or near
the mouth of canyons. The model with a 3 km resolution has difficulties fully representing these conditions.
The winds during this transition period are also more variable compared to periods of established slope
winds, adding additional challenge.

Even though we can identify general flow patterns across the NFRMA region, there are notable differences
among the different sites representing complex mixing and circulation patterns. Wind direction can vary
across even neighboring sites such as Platteville and WC Tower, which are both located in the Colorado
Eastern plains and only 22 km apart. While at WC Tower winds after midnight are mostly from the North,
Platteville (Figure S3) shows drainage flows from the southwest during nighttime. The drainage flows are
not very prominent in the observations, because the site is situated in a shallow topographical depression
that leads to localized disturbances in the wind fields. The model does not resolve the small-scale topogra-
phical influence and more clearly shows the drainage flows. Drainage flows are also evident at the nearby
BAO site and at the downtown Denver La Casa site. Upslope flows dominate at both sites during the day
but are more variable at Platteville compared to WC Tower. This demonstrates that wind direction alone,
albeit helpful, cannot necessarily be used to identify the origin of plumesmeasured at any of the surface sites.
This is important to keep in mind in the analysis of the data and warrants the integration of different data sets
and models to assess transport flows and source impacts.

The two high-altitude sites Longs Peak and Trail Ridge Road, which are considered as being representative of
remote conditions and strongly influenced by the higher-level westerlies, show an overall dominance of
winds from the NW in the measurements. The model, in contrast, simulates at both sites winds more strongly
from the W as is typical for free-tropospheric winds in the northern midlatitudes. The Longs Peak site is
located in the valley of Cub Creek, which has a NW to SE orientation and likely channels the local winds.
The model cannot resolve this, and the model elevation interpolated to this site is higher compared to the
actual elevation (2,854 m versus 2,743 m). A similar influence of topography might cause the NW wind
direction at Trail Ridge Road. Winds show a higher deviation from the northwesterly (westerly in the model)
direction in the afternoon indicating that occasional upslope flows interrupt the typical westerly flow. This is
true specifically at Longs Peak, which is closer to the NFRMA. The model overestimates the wind speed at
both sites, which is likely related to the model not simulating the influence of small-scale topography and
unresolved surface roughness.

To provide further evaluation of the model performance regarding the vertical structure of key meteorologi-
cal parameters, we compare wind observations taken by ozone sondes launched at Platteville and Fort
Collins West (Figures 3a and 3b). At Platteville, where data from 40 ozone sonde launches are available (13
July to 10 August, daytime only), the model represents well the average profiles of wind speed, relative
humidity, and temperature throughout the atmosphere. Note that what appears like a shallow inversion layer
in temperature is due to only four data points at the lowermost altitude bin and cannot be regarded as repre-
sentative for the entire time period. The model picks up the overall profile shape in wind direction, except at
the lowermost altitude bins, where the model simulates easterly winds while the average wind direction in
the observations is from the S. This is in line with the surface data. As can be seen from wind roses
(Figure 3c) and from Figure S3, the average wind direction at the surface is dominated by easterlies in the
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model throughout the day, while the measurements are muchmore variable in the morning and frommostly
the ESE sector in the afternoon, indicating that the model presents more the regional flow and has difficulties
picking up the local variability.

The model shows a good agreement in wind direction for Fort Collins-West, where data from 12 launches are
available (20 July to 6 August). WRF simulates the mean SSE winds near the surface but transitions faster to
westerlies above compared to the observations. Wind speed, which compared well at Platteville, is overesti-
mated at the lowermost altitude bin, which is in agreement with the comparison of wind speed data at the
nearby Fort Collins CSU site. The modeled relative humidity and temperature profiles agree well with
the observations.

Finally, we also provide a brief evaluation of the modeled boundary layer height (PBLH) for selected time per-
iods. Figure 4 compares the model to the PBLH derived from Micropulse Lidar (MPL) data at FC West,
Platteville, and NREL Golden. This is not a true direct comparison, given the different definitions of the mod-
eled and retrieved PBLH, but shown here to give an indication of the model’s ability to represent the typical
PBLH and day-to-day variability. The YSU PBL scheme used in the model is a first-order nonlocal scheme, with
a counter gradient term and an explicit entrainment term in the turbulence flux equation for heat or momen-
tum (Hu et al., 2013). In YSU, the PBLH is defined as the level in which minimum flux exists at the inversion

Figure 3. Measured (black) and modeled (red) average wind direction, wind speed, relative humidity, and temperature for sonde launches in (a) Platteville (40
sonde launches) and (b) Fort Collins West (40.59 N and�105.14 W; 12 sonde launches) and (c) wind roses for Platteville from surface measurements for 8–12 LT and
14–20 LT. For averaging the sonde wind direction data, only observations with wind speed >0.3 m/s were considered.
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level. The MPL retrieved PBLH, in contrast, has been obtained from gradients or variance in the backscatter
profile, wavelet covariance, and fits to idealized profiles (Compton et al., 2013).

Despite the noise in the data, some unreasonable looking MPL retrievals (e.g., the first 4 days at Platteville),
and the different definitions of PBLH, we can see that the model overall represents the PBLH and the day-
to-day variability fairly well, specifically for NREL Golden and FC West whereas the model underestimates
more often the PBLH at Platteville. This is in line with the model also showing higher uncertainty in represent-
ing the wind direction at Platteville, thus performing less well for this site than for some others. Comparing
PBLH among the three sites it is interesting to note that the PBLH can vary notably reflecting the local nature
of sites and, in general, the variability in meteorological and dynamical conditions across the NFRMA.

5. Relationship Between Model Tracers and Chemical Tracers

The modeled tracers are not directly comparable to any specific chemical measurements but indirectly can
be evaluated by assessing the correlation with their respective surrogate chemical tracer, that is, the chemical
species used to define the inert emission tracers. Such an analysis also gives insight to what degree the inert
tracers can assist in the analysis of chemical measurements. We assess the average tracer distribution and
provide a statistical analysis to determine howwell themodel tracers relate to 1min averagedmeasurements
of NOx, C2H6, and NH3, that is, the species the tracer emissions were scaled to, on both aircraft (NASA P-3 and
NCAR/NSF C-130). Similar to before, hourly output of the model tracers was interpolated to the time, location,
and altitude of the aircraft. The interpolation from hourly output is expected to lead to errors in representing
the observed variability, but these errors are partly smoothed by investigating larger spatial and
temporal averages.

Figure 4. Observed and modeled PBL height for (top) Fort Collins West, (middle) Platteville, and (bottom) Golden for 19 July to 11 August.
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In Figure 5 we show NCAR/NSF C-130 measurements of NOx and C2H6 mixing ratios together with mixing
ratios of TRAreaMobile and TROG (results for TRAgr and NH3 are shown in Figure S4). Only flight data within
the NFRMA and below 3 km agl have been selected. Similar plots for the NASA P-3 aircraft data are shown
in Figures 6 and S5. For these graphs, the aircraft measurements have been averaged on a 0.1° × 0.1° grid
for the NCAR/NSF C-130 flights and on a 0.05° × 0.05° grid for the NASA P-3 flights to ensure a reasonable
number of points feeding into the analysis. The NCAR/NSF C-130 flight patterns are more variable and less
repetitive; hence, a larger averaging grid is used compared to NASA P-3, which used a repetitive flight pat-
tern. For the NCAR/NSF C-130 analysis we also select a slightly larger region compared to the NASA P-3,
including flight legs over the foothills. However, the general conclusions remain the same independent of
grid size or region. The spatial correlation coefficient R is listed in the graphs as well as in Table 2 and has been
calculated when applying different filtering in altitude. Grid averages are only calculated for grids where at
least 3 data points are available.

We find that the spatial pattern of the tracers is overall representative of the spatial pattern derived for the
measured chemical tracers. We do not expect a perfect agreement between the tracers and their surrogate
chemical species given that our inert tracers have a different lifetime than their chemical surrogates and that
we are comparing hourly instantaneous model output to 1 min average aircraft measurements. Uncertainties
in modeled winds, PBLH, and vertical mixing or the underlying emissions also impact the comparison. In line
with the source regions (Figure S1), highest NOx and TRAreaMobile concentrations are found near the Denver
urban area. In contrast, C2H6 and TROG and NH3 and TRAgr are highest NE of the urban area, but elevated
values extend all the way into the northern part of the Denver urban area. Spatial correlations are in the

Figure 5. Observed NCAR/NSF C-130 NOx and ethane concentrations and model tracers TRAreaMobile and TROG averaged over 0.1° × 0.1° for altitudes <3 km agl.
Averages of observed and model tracer concentrations are calculated for grids with at least 3 data points. The spatial correlation is listed here, as well as in
Table 2. Areas above 2,500 m asl are shaded in gray.
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range ~0.7–0.9 between the inert tracers and their respective surrogates. However, given that OG and
agricultural sources both originate from similar regions, higher R values are also calculated for TRAgr with
C2H6 and for TROG with NH3.

Filtering for lower altitudes, in general, reduces slightly the correlations given that the number of available
data points is reduced and that near-surface concentrations are expected to bemore impacted by small-scale
variability and local effects. Significant R values, however, are also calculated when a more stringent filtering
for altitudes below 1 km agl is applied. In the case of the NCAR/NSF C-130, where flights in the selected

Figure 6. Observed NASA P-3 NOx and ethane concentrations and model tracers averaged over 0.05° × 0.05° for altitudes <3 km agl. Averages of observed and
model tracer concentrations are calculated for grids with at least 3 data points. The spatial correlation is listed here, as well as in Table 2. Areas above 2500 m asl
are shaded in gray.

Table 2
Spatial Correlations of Aircraft Measurements of NOx, C2H6, and NH3 With Model Tracers for (Top Row) 0–3 km and (Second Row) 0–2 km, 0–1 km, and all Altitudes

TRAreaMobile TROG TRAgr

C-130 P-3 C-130 P-3 C-130 P-3

NOx 0.82 0.72 0.23 0.20 0.21 0.12
0.81, 0.79, 0.82 0.69, 0.67, 0.79 0.18, 0.07, 0.23 0.10, �0.04, 0.37 0.16, 0.02, 0.21 0.06, �0.05, 0.26

C2H6 0.38 �0.02 0.80 0.86 0.76 0.80
0.35, 0.20, 0.39 �0.14, �0.27, 0.25 0.79, 0.76, 0.80 0.85, 0.84, 0.90 0.75, 0.70, 0.76 0.80, 0.78, 0.84

NH3 0.06 �0.03 0.73 0.73 0.70 0.81
0.04, �0.07, 0.08 �0.14, �0.36, 0.11 0.73, 0.68, 0.74 0.70, 0.65, 0.77 0.69, 0.66, 0.70 0.81, 0.79, 0.82

Note. See text for details on the calculation of spatial correlation. R values larger than 0.7 are marked in bold characters.
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NFRMA region were focused on measuring emissions and mostly conducted at low altitudes, 98% of the
selected NFRMA data are below 3 km ag, and 63% are below 1 km agl. For the NASA P-3, the corresponding
values are 77% and 48%, respectively.

In Figure 7 we look at the spatial correlations of the model tracers TRAreaMobile and TROG with different che-
mical tracers. For the analysis, gridded averages of all model and observational data are derived, and these
are used to calculate the spatial correlation. We show the correlations when all flights are considered as well
as correlations for individual flights so as to represent the variability encountered on individual days. This ana-
lysis helps to identify which chemical tracers are suited for fingerprinting air masses and, in turn, can be used
for evaluating the model tracer sources and transport. A larger number of VOC species was measured on the

Figure 7. Spatial correlations between measured species and ratios and model tracers for the area/mobile (blue) and OG (red) sources. The big circles represent the
average over all flights, the small circles represent results for individual flights. (top) NCAR/NSF C130 flights (same spatial coverage as Figure 5); (bottom) NASA P-3
flights. Statistics are derived for data points below 3 km agl. See text for details on the calculation of spatial correlation.
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NCAR/NSF C-130 compared to the NASA P-3, but for those chemical tracers that were measured on both
aircraft, the findings are similar. The correlations can be highly variable between flights and reflect variations
in the model performance and also the species lifetime. The fresher the emissions that were sampled and the
simpler the chemistry for a chemical species, the better we expect the model tracers to represent the
chemical observations.

NOx, ethanol, and toluene, as well as ethylbenzene and o-xylene, the latter two only measured on the
NCAR/NSF C-130, show a high correlation with TRAreaMobile and a rather low correlation with TROG, indicating
these to be valuable tracers for urban emissions. In turn, ethane, propane, and methane show a consistently
good correlation with TROG and low correlation with TRAreaMobile and can be considered as indicators for
emissions from OG sources. High correlations with TROG are found for NH3 due to the collocation of agricul-
tural and OG sources. Benzene is emitted by both urban and OG sources, and the mean correlation is high
with both model tracers on the NCAR/NSF C-130, while on the NASA P-3, it has good correlation with TROG

but low R with TRAreaMobile. In part, this might be attributed to the NASA P-3 flight pattern where high
benzene values during spirals over Platteville in the OG source region (Halliday et al., 2016) dominate the
signal. Both aircraft, however, show a large spread in R values across the individual flights pointing out the
dependence of the derived correlation on the flight patterns and specific meteorological conditions on
any given flight day.

Correlations of TRAreaMobile with CO are high for the NASA P-3 but much lower (~0.5) for the NCAR/NSF C-130.
This is due to a much smaller number of data points available for the NCAR/NSF C-130. The CO instrument on
this aircraft experienced problems during the first part of the campaign, and data are only available for
August flights. On either aircraft, CO does not show any correlation with the OG source tracer, yet CO com-
monly is used to normalize emissions and measured concentrations for a variety of air masses. This analysis,
however, suggests that it is more appropriate to identify source specific tracers when analyzing emission
ratios, conduct inverse modeling studies, or look at species ratios to account for dilution effects, specifically
in regions of diverse sources.

6. Average Tracer Distributions

The comparison with observations shows that the model captures the general flow regimes and source
regions well. Here we now use just the model tracers to visualize the transport and distribution of differ-
ent source types. Note that we only focus on surface data and do not have information on entrainment
from higher altitudes from the measurements. In Figure 8, we plot the average spatial distribution of
TRAreaMobile and TROG for different times of the day to demonstrate where, on average, the strongest
impact from the different emission sectors is found. We calculate the average mixing ratio within the pla-
netary boundary layer (PBL) to reduce the influence of diurnal changes in vertical mixing and dilution. As
noted by Zhang et al. (2016) and Kaser et al. (2017) and as was also observed during the campaign from
measurements of NOx that were taken during the P-3 spirals, concentrations are not necessarily well
mixed within the PBL. However, we believe that the PBL average tracer concentrations are a more suited
quantity to analyze and the general findings and conclusions do not change if instead surface concen-
trations were considered. In addition to showing the average spatial tracer distribution, we denote the
average surface ozone concentrations at all locations, where during FRAPPÉ/DAQ, surface ozone monitors
were placed. This also includes sites not listed in Table 1. In support of the analysis, we further show in
Figure S6 the average daytime ventilation index for the same times shown in Figure 8. The ventilation
index is the mathematical product of the mixing height and the average horizontal transport wind
throughout the depth of the PBL and provides an estimate of how high and how far pollutants
will disperse.

During nighttime (0–6 LT), when the urban emissions are at their diurnal minimum, the distribution of
TRAreaMobile reveals a pooling of emissions from the Denver metro area into the Platte River Valley, that is,
toward the region with strongest OG sources. Lowest ozonemixing ratios are found in the Denver metro area,
WC Tower (located in Greeley), and Fort Collins (FTC) CSU, where high NOx from urban sources (Figure S1)
causes ozone titration, and at Platteville, likely due to transport of high NOx and low ozone from the
Denver area.
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In the morning (6–12 LT) flow reversal transports aged emissions back into the NFRMA mixing with fresh
emissions from the OG source region and fresh emissions from the metro area. The ventilation index indi-
cates that during morning, there is limited venting in the NFRMA with lowest values for the northeastern
NFRMA. In the afternoon (12–18 LT), the source regions aremore strongly separated and the ventilation index
shows that efficient venting out of the PBL is possible. Similar to what is seen for the morning, the lowest
ventilation index is simulated for the northeastern NFRMA (marginal-good). Transport of NFRMA tracers into
the foothills becomes evident. The highest surface ozone is seen for BAO, which interestingly coincides with
the region where strong mixing of TROG and TRAreaMobile is estimated. One explanation is the mix of air
masses; another possible explanation for this could also be that, independent of the flow regime, the day-
time upslope flow toward the foothills is more likely to pass BAO compared to other sites. In the evening
(18–24 LT), when the PBL faded away limiting the degree of mixing (not shown), the TRAreaMobile and TROG

source regions are more clearly separated and the tracers remain close to their sources. Even though
TRAreaMobile and TROG have sources throughout Colorado, which could potentially impact the NFRMA,
we did not find, on average, a significant transport of emissions from any other source regions in
Colorado, at least not in the 2 day lifetime the inert tracers represent.

The mixing of aged urban pollution and fresh emissions from OG sources in the morning has interesting
implications for chemistry. The early morning buildup of ozone in these mixed air masses warrants further

Figure 8. Average spatial tracer distribution (average concentrations within the PBL) for 0–6 LT, 6–12 LT, 12–18 LT, and 18–24 LT for the FRAPPÉ time period
(14 July to 21 August). The contour lines show the PBL average for TRAreaMobile; the filled contours show the PBL average TROG concentrations. The colored points
denote the mean ozone measured at surface sites. The tracers are scaled by a common factor and then by their mean ratio (TRAreaMobile = 60 • TROG) to appear
on the same scale.
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detailed photochemistry studies as it will influence the magnitude of the afternoon ozone maximum.
Similarly, follow-up chemical studies are needed to validate whether the most efficient ozone production
is happening in air masses with the strongest mixing from the different emission sectors such as
suggested by the tracer analysis. Mixing of hydrocarbon-rich air from the oil and gas area around Greeley
with NOx-rich air from the Denver urban area could possibly result in more efficient ozone production than
in either of the contributing air masses by themselves.

In Figure 9 we calculate statistics for the model tracers for surface sites in Colorado for which ozone measure-
ments during FRAPPÉ/DAQ are available, to provide insight into the range of different regimes that were cov-
ered by the surface sampling. As before, we show statistics for the PBL averaged tracer concentrations to omit
the impact of diurnal changes in boundary layer height and limit the data to daytime (10–17 LT) to emphasize
the influence during the photochemically most active period of the day. During nighttime (not shown) the
statistics are more strongly dominated by the nearby sources due to the shallow PBL.

TRAreaMobile is largest at monitoring sites in and near the Denver metro area, the highest being La Casa, CAMP,
and I-25. This can be expected as this is the region with the largest industrial sources andmost transportation.
Looking at TRArea and TRMobile separately (not shown) we find a much broader coverage across sites in the
NFRMA for the latter reflecting the wide-spread impact of emissions from transportation ranging from sites
close to the foothills to east of Denver. TRArea has higher values compared to TRMobile due to the high emis-
sion strength of individual point sources (Figure S1), which dominate the spatial pattern.

Maximum mean TROG impact is experienced at surface sites in the northeastern NFRMA (WC Tower and
Platteville), which have an overall minor impact from TRAreaMobile, and also other sites located nearby OG

Figure 9. Tracer statistics for surface sites employed during FRAPPÉ/DAQ for (top) TRAreaMobile and (bottom) TROG. Sites are arranged from west to east and
averaged over 10–17 LT (though an average over all times would not look vastly different). Sites focused on in the analysis of upslope events are colored in red.
Shown are mean (dot), median (triangle), standard deviation (horizontal bars), 10th and 90th percentiles (thick line), and minima and maxima (thin lines). In addition
to sites shown in Figure 1, we also added sites in the Global Ozone (GO3) project (Black Hawk, Lyons, East Boulder, and Longmont) as well as additional sites from
the CDPHE network (I-25 Denver, CAMP).
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sources such as BAO (Erie) and Longmont. The TROG influence is decreasing toward the south, but elevated
concentrations are found throughout all NFRMA sites. At high-elevation sites west of the NFRMA, the
concentrations for both TRAreaMobile and TROG show a general decline with increasing distance from the
NFRMA, yet sites like Longs Peak, Squaw Mountain, or Niwot Ridge do also show elevated tracers
indicating transport from the NFRMA as will be discussed later. It should be noted that pollution from
upslope events typically reaches these sites later in the afternoon/evening, which is not fully covered by
the chosen time window.

While the average TRAreaMobile and TROG concentrations overall agree well with the emission source regions,
this analysis reveals a large variability likely due to efficient mixing and transport in the NFRMA and hints at

Figure 10. Average diurnal observed surface ozone (black) and PBLH average TROG (red) and TRAreaMobile (blue) for selected surface sites in the front range for 6 a.m.
to 6 a.m. LT. Shown are mean, median, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum. A line is drawn though the mean values.
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the existence of a variety of changing chemical regimes. To show how conditions change over the course of a
day, we include in Figures 10 and 11 statistics of the diurnal cycle for tracer and ozone concentrations for the
same surface sites that are highlighted in Figure 9. Note that for these graphs, we show the diurnal cycle from
6 a.m. to 6 a.m. LT, similar to Figure 2. The tracers indicate transport of emissions to the surface sites but, given
they are only emitted and have no chemical production associated, are not a representation for
ozone concentrations.

The selected sites later are used to discuss upslope events and also represent different source regions: the
two easternmost NFRMA sites include WC Tower located in the OG and agricultural source region and
Aurora East located east of the Denver area. The two other NFRMA sites are located near the foothills and

Figure 11. As in Figure 10 but for selected surface sites in the mountains. Note that the y-scale is reduced to half of the one used in Figure 10.
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include RF North at the interface of urban and OG source regions and Golden, west of Denver (Figure 1). It has
to be kept in mind that TRAreaMobile has a diurnal cycle with largest emissions during the day (Figure S2),
which biases the diurnal cycle in concentrations toward higher daytime values. The OG emissions have no
diurnal cycle attached. The average wind direction and speed for these sites have been discussed above (also
see Figure 2) except for Mines Peak and Squaw Mountain for which no wind measurements are available.

In line with the overall tracer distribution discussed in Figure 8, WC Tower, located within the region of strong
OG and agricultural activities, has the highest OG tracer concentrations of the selected sites. WC Tower is
located in Greeley, a town of about 100,000 people and ~20 km east of a major S-N oriented highway
(I-25). Greeley also is surrounded by oil and gas facilities. Hence, we do expect that tracer concentrations
are impacted by nearby sources and might reach the site independent of wind direction. While Greeley is
in the region of drainage flows from the Denver area, nighttime winds, on average, are from a northerly direc-
tion. This suggests that mostly sources in the Greeley area contribute to elevated tracer concentrations, but
given the localized representativeness of the wind data at surface sites, it is likely that emission transport from
the Denver region through the more regional flow, as suggested in Figure 8, adds to elevated tracer levels.

At RF North and NREL Golden, where the average wind directions are similar, both tracers peak around late
morning/noontime as easterly upslope flows transport emissions from the NFRMA region to these sites.
Enhanced ventilation and a higher PBLH also allow for more efficient mixing and distribution of emissions
within the NFRMA as the day progresses. The magnitude of TROG decreases with distance from the OG source
region, that is, is higher at RF North compared to NREL Golden, while TRAreaMobile is higher at NREL Golden
due to the proximity of urban sources. From the four sites considered, Aurora-East shows the lowest tracer
concentrations as the dominant flow patterns in the southeastern NFRMA tend to carry pollutants away from
this site. The enhancement in the tracers in the morning is in line with winds from the Denver area (N-NW).
Ozone concentrations, also shown in the graphs, peak generally earlier at the eastern sites compared to sites
closer to the foothills (around noon versus early afternoon). The average daytime concentrations are in the
order of ~60 ppb for all sites, but the rate of the morning buildup and the width of the daytime maximum
vary across the sites, indicating that different processes are contributing to the ozone production.

Model tracer concentrations and ozone at mountain sites are shown in Figure 11. From the four sites consid-
ered, Mines Peak is the furthest west of the NFRMA (Figure 1). Tracer concentrations are smaller compared to
NFRMA sites because there are no nearby sources and the tracers get diluted during the transport from the
NFRMA. Ozone, in contrast, which is not emitted and only chemically produced in the atmosphere, can reach
higher concentrations at the mountains sites compared to sites in the NFRMA. On average, TROG is higher at
the northern sites (Longs Peak and Trail Ridge Road), while TRAreaMobile is higher at the southern sites (Squaw
Mountain and Mines Peak). This is because the urban and OG emissions are often separated during upslope
transport with Denver metro area air masses staying further south and OG influenced air masses staying
further North. This is indicated in Figure 8 and will be discussed in more detail in the next section.

The peaks in TRAreaMobile and TROG occur in the late afternoon/evening; the closer a site to the NFRMA (i.e., the
further east), the earlier the peak. The distance between Trail Ridge Road and WC Tower is 95 km, between
Longs Peak and Platteville 67 km, between Squaw Mountain and downtown Denver 45 km, and 65 km
between Mines Peak and downtown Denver. On average, there is an ~2–3 h delay between Mines Peak
and SquawMountain and between Longs Peak and Trail Ridge Road. Trail Ridge andMines Peak are the furth-
est from the NFRMA and, as a result, reach their peak the latest. The peak in the model tracers coincides
roughly with an increase in ozone or an increase in the variability in ozone. Mean hourly maximum ozone
concentrations are highest for Trail Ridge (58 ppb) and about 54–55 ppb for the other sites.

Many of the features shown in the average spatial and temporal patterns of the model tracers and also in
wind direction can be explained by mountain-valley winds, suggesting that this was a dominant transport
pattern during FRAPPÉ/DAQ. General mountain-valley flows and selected cases for these flow patterns will
be discussed in greater detail in the following section.

7. Mountain-Valley Transport

Mountain-Valley winds or upslope-downslope winds are a common occurrence in the Colorado Front Range,
developing under clear-sky conditions and weak synoptic-scale winds. The development of mountain-valley
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winds is a complex interaction between thermally driven and ambient flow. For more details, the reader is
referred to previous studies (e.g., Arritt et al., 1992, Baumann et al., 1997 or Reddy & Pfister, 2016) and to
the recent study by Sullivan et al. (2016), who provide a discussion on mountain-valley flows in the NFRMA
during FRAPPÉ/DAQ. A brief overview is given here. In the morning, daytime solar heating of higher terrain
and Sun-facing slopes causes a pressure gradient and generates localized slope winds, which draw air from
the valley floor. This results in winds blowing up-valley (from the SE, E, and NE in the NFRMA) that are more
regional in scale than the slope winds. For the scales we look at here, we will define both flow patterns as
“upslope.” Given the limited resolution of the model, it will not be able to fully resolve the narrow canyons
and related slope winds, which will introduce uncertainties in the simulated development of mountain-valley
flows as well as localized wind directions due to channeling effects. The air masses, when reaching the moun-
tain tops during the afternoon, get lifted vertically and mix into the prevailing westerlies. Vertical mixing and
reentrainment into the boundary layer potentially close the loop and might bring part of the pollution back
into the Front Range.

Howmuch of the pollution transported to the east in the free troposphere is mixing back down to the surface
is poorly understood. The study by Kaser et al. (2017) uses the FRAPPÉ/DAQdata to quantify the effect of ozone
entrainment, yet the field measurements do not allow a complete separation of the contribution of
recirculation from that of regional and long-range pollution. Efficient recirculation with a high potential of
impacting surface concentrations occurs when the winds within the PBL change from easterly at the surface
to westerly at the top of the PBL. Subsidence on the east end of the solenoid could introduce recirculated
and free-tropospheric material into the top of the PBL. Understanding the recirculation patterns and
associated pollution buildup and how well models are able to represent them are important factors in air
pollution studies. Here we use the model tracers together with observations made from different platforms
during FRAPPÉ/DAQ to visualize and characterize mountain-valley winds encountered during the campaign.

The implications of mountain-valley transport in regard to air quality are the transport of pollution into the
mountains and its impact on pristine regions, the impact of possible recirculation of Front Range pollution,
the buildup of ozone, and the mixing of pollution into the free troposphere. To establish the frequency
and timing of general upslope flows, we show in Figure 12 the frequency of upsloping and downsloping
winds during FRAPPÉ/DAQ at selected surface sites. The upslope direction has been chosen based on visual
analysis of wind roses and is defined as a 90° wide swath surrounding the most prominent upslope angle for
each site. This definition is somewhat arbitrary but necessary because the direction of upslope flows can be
highly variable due to the influence of topography and large-scale weather systems. However, the general
conclusions hold regardless of the definitions applied.

The analysis shows a dominant upslope flow during daytime at all sites. Upslope flows develop the earliest at
the sites closest to the foothills (RF-North and Golden) and then spread to the east and into the mountains.
Daytime upslope winds are also dominant at the sites east of the NFRMA, but these do not show a well-
established downslope (or drainage) flow in line with the average wind direction in Figure 2. The model
represents the observed patterns well at NFRMA sites as well as mountain sites but predicts daytime upslope
flows too frequently at the NFRMA sites as well as at Longs Peak. Note that the timing of upslope flow based
on the wind analysis is in line with the diurnal cycle of the tracers shown in Figure 11. For the mountain sites,
the model suggests a more pronounced downslope pattern that is due to our definition of downslope as
winds from within 270 ± 45° and the fact that the model winds are predominantly from the west, while
measured winds at Trail Ridge Road and Longs Peak are mostly from the NW and variable across the W-N,
respectively (Figure 2).

To assess how important mountain-valley winds are on high ozone days, we show in Figure 13 concentration
wind roses for ozone and TROG for Longs Peak and Trail Ridge Road. The data are separated into high and low
ozone days, which has been defined as the average ozone concentration at RF-North for 12–18 LT being
>70 ppb (high) or <60 ppb (low). The results are similar if other nearby Front Range Foothills sites are used
or if we choose a different threshold for high ozone such as 75 ppb. Note that there are more data points for
low ozone days compared to high ozone days, which is due to the FRAPPÉ/DAQ time period overall being
characterized by few high pollution episodes.

High ozone at the foothills sites, in general, results in high ozone at the mountain sites. On high ozone days,
the measurements show a strong component of upslope flows with elevated ozone concentrations
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(>60 ppb) during the afternoon, whereas for low ozone days, the dominant wind direction is from the west
and northwest with ozone concentrations mostly below 60 ppb. This is in line with findings by Reddy and
Pfister (2016), who state that high ozone days occur mostly on days with upper level high pressure ridges.
In addition to bringing warmer temperatures and fewer clouds, upper level ridges in this region reduce
synoptic winds and thus allow cyclic terrain-driven circulations.

The model simulates the measured wind statistics well and on high ozone days suggests significantly
enhanced TROG from the SE sector, which confirms that the high ozone is related to transport of pollution
from the NFRMA. Longs Peak shows a higher variability of the measured wind directions compared to Trail
Ridge Road. This is explained by the Longs Peak sites being more strongly affected by local influences
whereas the site of Trail Ridge Road is more exposed and somewhat better captures the regional flow.
Similar conclusions as for Longs Peak and Trail Ridge Road are drawn for Squaw Mountain and Mines Peak
if model winds are used to substitute the missing wind measurements (not shown).

7.1. Thermally Driven Upslope and Transport Over the Continental Divide

On 12 August 2014, the NCAR/NSF C-130 conducted a flight designed to measure the upslope of Front Range
pollution into the mountains that was forecast by various model products including the WRF Tracer model.
The flight consisted of two parts. The first part was targeted at characterizing daytime pollution and emis-
sions in the Front Range, and the second part (22:41–2:26 UTC or 16:41–20:26 LT) included a set of S-N legs
over the city and the foothills, followed by two legs over the Continental Divide and a missed approach into
Granby Airport (40.09 N, �105.94 W, 2,500 m) located in the Fraser Valley west of the Continental Divide.
Upslope transport was evident to the Continental Divide and spillover of high ozone air into the Fraser
Valley over Berthoud Pass (where Mines Peak is located) was observed. We use the aircraft data together with
the model tracers and surface measurements to investigate in detail the upslope flow and the pollution “spil-
lover” across the Continental Divide. Here as well as throughout the rest of the paper when we focus on indi-
vidual days, we restrict the analysis to a single model cycle to avoid inconsistencies in the model data over

Figure 12. Upslope (red) and downslope (black) statistics from observations (solid lines) and WRF (dotted lined). Flow is defined when winds are from within a
defined wind sector at least two-thirds of the time within a given hour (note that wind data for Trail Ridge Road are available hourly only and that model data
are also only available on an hourly basis). Upslope: upslope angle ±45°; downslope: 270 ± 45°; only data with wind speeds >0.3 m/s (i.e., data that are not defined
calm based on Beaufort scale). The upslope angle has been defined based on wind rose analysis. The frequency is given as percentage of upslope or downslope
of all valid measurements.
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the course of a day. We select the 12 UTC (6 LT) forecast cycles as this allows for the shortest forecast lead and
the most constrained of the forecast with analysis fields; that is, for 12 August we select the model forecast
cycle 20140812 12UTC.

Figure 14 shows measured ethane and NOx concentrations together with the modeled TROG and TRAreaMobile

concentrations. The measured and modeled wind data are added to each of the graphs. The model data are
interpolated to the time and location of the 1 min merged observations, and all data sets are then averaged
over a 0.1° × 0.1° grid. Only the second part of the NCAR/NSF C-130 flight, which focused on the upslope
event, is considered, and only data below 2 km agl are used to emphasize the impact on near-surface pollu-
tion levels. The 2 km agl upper limit does not guarantee that all the data were within the PBL but is used here

Figure 13. Ozone and tracer roses for (a) Longs Peak (1 min data) and (b) Trail Ridge Road (hourly data) on days when RF North 12–18 LT average ozone was>70 ppb
(“RF North HIGH”) or <60 ppb (“RF North LOW”). Only data for 12–20 LT are shown.
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to have sufficient number of data points to demonstrate the spatial variability. Specifically, over the foothills
and the Continental Divide, the aircraft often was not able to get close enough to the ground due to the flight
restrictions and sampling was done in parts above the PBL in prevailing westerlies more strongly influenced
by background tracer concentrations.

The aircraft data demonstrate a strong push of Front Range pollution into the mountains and a clear distinc-
tion between air masses dominated by urban emissions and those dominated by oil and gas sources with the
former mostly impacting the southern foothills, and the latter impacting the northern foothills. The highest
NOx concentrations, used here as a tracer for urban emissions, are seen in the southern legs of the aircraft
track, and it is evident from the data that this pollution has been transported to the Continental Divide
and actually also descended into the valleys to the west, which was measured by the aircraft during the
missed approach into Granby airport. The highest ethane concentrations are seen in the northernmost legs
of the aircraft track. TRAreaMobile and TROG give a good representation of the features found in the aircraft
data, and the model also simulates well the wind field with mostly easterly and southeasterly winds over
the region at the lowermost altitudes during the upslope event. The model data interpolated to the flight
track do not show the enhanced ethane concentrations measured during the time of the aircraft descent into
Granby but, as will be shown later, the model simulates the “spillover” of TROG.

A closer look at the high-elevation surface sites is provided in Figure 15. In this graph, the diurnal cycles for
ozone, TROG, and TRAreaMobile are shown for 12 August. We also include, for reference, their respective

Figure 14. NCAR/NSF C-130 measured ethane and NOx (top row) and modeled TROG and TRAreaMobile (bottom row) for the upslope part of the 12 August flight
(after refueling). All data averaged over 0–2 km ag and a 0.1° × 01° grid. The vector averaged measured and modeled winds for each grid point are shown by
the wind barbs, and the monitoring sites RF North, NREL Golden, WC Tower, Aurora East, and Golden are indicated by diamond symbols. The areas above 2,500 m asl
are shaded in gray.
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average diurnal cycle. Upslope is more pronounced at the northern mountain sites, but all four mountain
sites experience above average influence from TRAreaMobile, with Longs Peak and Trail Ridge Road also
impacted by transport of enhanced TROG. On this day, the ozone reported at Longs Peak and Trail Ridge
Road was among the highest of all the sites considered, which can be attributed to the nature of the
upslope flow and the highest afternoon surface ozone concentrations being reported at the northern
NFRMA sites. Ozone concentrations and model tracers increase starting after noon, when stable upslope
winds had established (Figure S7). At Trail Ridge Road, a pronounced second peak in the tracers is
modeled at around 22 LT roughly coinciding with a slight increase or leveling-off in ozone and a switch in
winds from E to W. Looking at model longitudinal cross sections (not shown here), this likely is related to

Figure 15. As in Figure 10 but for 12 August 2014 and for mountain sites only. The lines show the average diurnal cycle from Figure 11.
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return flow of NFRMA transported tracers. Similar return flow is also seen
at Longs Peak albeit less pronounced for the model tracers.

Ozone concentrations and model tracers at Squaw Mountain and
Mines Peak reach their maxima later in the day compared to Longs
Peak and Trail Ridge Road with maximum concentrations of ~65–
70 ppb. TRAreaMobile is enhanced, while TROG remains fairly low, which
is in agreement with the air mass separation discussed earlier. We
attempt to establish the start of the upslope flow for northern and
southern parts of the Front Range using wind data for WC Tower and
Aurora East, respectively (Figure S7). Both observations and model show
that upslope winds in the northern part of the Front Range (WC Tower)
developed earlier in the morning compared to southern sites (Aurora
East), which adds to the difference in the timing of the air masses arriv-
ing at the mountain sites. Different transport pathways will also add to
the different timing at the mountain sites.

Figure 16 provides a different view of the transport across the
Continental Divide by showing a longitude-altitude cross section
along 40.09 N for TROG. We use TROG because it has no sources near
the Granby area and demonstrates the transport from NFRMA better
than TRAreaMobile, which has some local sources in the Granby area.
As mentioned above, upslope flows developed around midmorning
at the foothills site and by 22 UTC (16 LT) upslope winds in the
PBL covered the entire region from the plains up to the
Continental Divide. On the western side of the Continental Divide
upslope winds (westerlies) are present. Accordingly, TROG is enhanced
all the way from the Front Range up to the Continental Divide and
low on the western side of the Continental Divide. The model esti-
mates the PBLH at ~2 km agl. We can also see a weak solenoid flow
with updraft over the Continental Divide winds switching to wester-
lies near the top of the PBL, and an area of downdraft over the east-
ern NFRMA. As stated earlier, such a flow pattern has the potential of
recirculating Front Range pollution back to the Front Range and
bringing it back to the surface efficiently. A radiosonde launched at
the BAO Tower in Erie (Table 1) indicates a switch in the winds from
south-easterlies to west at about 3 km, which agrees well with the
model for the same time (not shown).

At 2 UTC on 13 August 2014 (20 LT on 12 August 2014), which is around
the time of the missed approach of the NCAR/NSF C-130 into Granby air-
port, upslope flow on the eastern side of the Continental Divide con-
tinues, but on the western side, we now see downsloping winds
prevailing carrying the air masses from the Front Range down into the
Fraser Valley. The model PBL has shrunk to about 500 m, but upsloping
winds on the eastern side in the Continental Divide and downsloping

winds on the western side of the Continental Divide also persist above the PBL. Tracer concentrations remain
elevated above the PBL in the NFRMA. There are no PBL measurements in the NFRMA for evaluation available
for this day and time, but the NCAR/NSF C-130 temperature and water vapor measurements during the des-
cent into Granby indicate that there have been two different mixing regimes with one layer up to about
500 m agl, which is in line with the model PBLH, and another layer up to about 1,000 m agl (not shown).
Wind measurements at most surface sites as well as model results show a shift to westerly winds at the east-
ern side of the Continental Divide after ~20 LT accompanied with an increase in ozone concentrations and
model tracers (not shown). Until FRAPPÉ/DAQ there was uncertainty whether NFRMA pollution can poten-
tially impact the valleys to the west of the Continental Divide. The aircraft measurements together with
the model tracers confirm a “spillover” of pollution and provide a well-documented case for such an event.

Figure 16. Longitude-altitude cross section of TROG at 40.09 N (single grid
box in latitude) for 12 August 22 UTC (16 LT, top) and 13 August 2 UTC (12
August 20 LT, bottom); the location of the Granby airport is indicated by the
black dot. Horizontal winds are indicated by black arrows, while vertical
winds are shown as white arrows. For clarity, only vertical winds>0.2 m/s are
included. The height of the PBLH is plotted as a black line.
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7.2. Discussion

The case study for 12 August demonstrates a general separation of OG and urban dominated air masses dur-
ing upslope events. This leads to the question if air masses are always separated during upslope events given
that such dominance would have different implications for air quality impacts on remote mountain areas

Figure 17. As in Figure 8 but for 14–20 LT. (top row) Average over FRAPPÉ period and 12 August; (middle row) 22 July and 2 August; (bottom row) 3 and 8 August.
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than if the pollutants were more mixed. A tendency toward a separation of air masses is indicated by the
model showing a dominance of TROG at Longs Peak and Trail Ridge Road and a dominance of TRAreaMobile

at Squaw Mountain and Mines Peak over the entire FRAPPÉ/DAQ period (Figure 11). To demonstrate the
variability in upslope events, we show in Figure 17 the spatial distribution of TROG and TRAreaMobile for
different days when upslope was modeled together with the average surface ozone concentrations for all
sites where measurements are available. We focus on 14–20 LT as this covers the time period when
upslope generally reaches the high mountain sites. In addition to the average over the FRAPPÉ/DAQ
period and the 12 August case study discussed above and where air mass separation was observed, we
also show results for 22 July and 2, 4, and 8 August. All these days demonstrate transport of NFRMA
pollution to the mountains, but the spatial patterns and strength of the upslope vary considerably. In
addition to the graphs, we list in Table 3 for the cases shown the maximum hourly ozone concentrations
together with the respective local hour for selected mountain and NFRMA sites.

First, we look at the general tracer distribution on 12 August and compare to the average over the campaign
period. On this day, TROG showed a more widespread distribution compared to the average distribution, but
elevated TROG concentrations stayed mostly north and show only a small influence on the Denver area. With
the onset of upslope around midmorning (see Figure S6 for wind direction plots for WC-Tower and Aurora
East), the flow patterns change and SE flows push the NFRMA tracers into the foothills at the same time keep-
ing TROG away from the Denver area. As the day progresses, the strong upslope flow continues transporting
the tracers all the way to the Continental Divide similar to what was seen from the aircraft data. The high-
elevation surface ozone monitors report elevated ozone up to ~80 ppb at Longs Peak and Trail Ridge Road
at 14 LT and 15 LT, and the Niwot Ridge also monitors report hourly ozone concentrations above 70 ppb.
In line with this, the highest surface ozone in the NFRMA on this day has been recorded at sites close to
the foothills in the northern part of the NFRMA, yet none of these sites reach hourly ozone maxima as high
as themountain sites (Table 3). It is interesting to note that the surface ozonemonitors along the E-W transect
into themountains report elevated ozone, yet surface ozone in the Denver area, where the air is coming from,
is low. This suggests that (1) the air masses from the Denver area had a great potential for forming ozone and
(2) the NOx and VOC mix in the Denver area has a high ozone forming potential also without significant

Table 3
Maximum Hourly Surface Ozone Concentrations and Hour of Occurrence for the 5 days Shown in Figure 17

12 Aug 22 July 2 Aug 3 Aug 8 Aug

Mines Peak 71 ppb (19 LT) 88 ppb (17 LT) 77 ppb (20 LT) 79 ppb (21 LT) 54 ppb (5 LT)
Trail Ridge 80 ppb (17 LT) 82 ppb (21 LT) 71 ppb (21 LT) 69 ppb (24 LT) 59 ppb (20 LT)
Longs Peak 78 ppb (16 LT) 76 ppb (20 LT) 72 ppb (18 LT) 62 ppb (13 LT) 75 ppb (18 LT)
Squaw Mtn. 66 ppb (18 LT) 86 ppb (16 LT) 77 ppb (20 LT) 84 ppb (19 LT) 78 ppb (17 LT)
Niwot C1 73 ppb (16 LT) 80 ppb(18 LT) 65 ppb (17 LT) 65 ppb (18 LT) 78 ppb (17 LT)
Niwot TL 77 ppb (17 LT) NA 68 ppb (21 LT) 72 ppb (21 LT) 78 ppb (17 LT)
Aspen Park 85 ppb (15 LT) 72 ppb (19 LT)
SB Creek 89 ppb (18 LT) 73 ppb (16 LT) 75 ppb (15 lT) 83 ppb (16 LT)
Table Mtn 92 ppb (16 LT) 77 ppb (17 LT) 85 ppb (15 LT) 78 ppb (15 LT)
Welch 87 ppb (15 LT) 76 ppb (14 LT)
RF North 72 ppb (16 LT) 94 ppb (17 LT) 77 ppb (16 LT) 83 ppb (14 LT) 86 ppb (16 LT)
FTC West 75 ppb (16 LT) 88 ppb (18 LT) 77 ppb (16 LT) 81 ppb (15 LT)
FTC CSU 70 ppb (13 LT) 86 ppb (16 LT) 77 ppb (15 LT) 83 ppb (16 LT)
Chatfield 92 ppb (14 LT) 80 ppb (14 LT)
La Casa 74 ppb (15 LT) 70 ppb (16 LT) 80 ppb (14 LT)
CAMP 71 ppb (14 LT) 74 ppb (14 LT)
Welby 76 ppb (15 LT) 72 ppb (14 LT)
WC Tower 71 ppb (12 LT) 84 ppb (14 LT) 71 ppb (13 LT)
AurEast

Note. Only monitoring sites as part of the CDPHE network are included together with the four mountain sites used before and two additional high altitude sites at
Niwot Ridge. Sites are ordered from west to east, and only values equal or larger than 70 ppb are shown for NFRMA sites. Values above 75 ppb are highlighted in
bold. The start time of the hourly averaging period is listed. NA indicates days with missing observations. Sites close to the foothills on the western edge of the
NFRMA are shown in italic. Location information for sites not included in Table 1: Niwot C1 40.04 N and�105.54 W; Niwot TL 40.06 N and�105.62 W; Aspen Park
39.54 N and �105.3 W; South Boulder Creek (SB Creek) 39.96 N and �105.24 W; Table Mtn 40.12 N and �105.24 W; Welch 39.64 N and �105.14 W; FTC West
40.59 N and �105.14 W; Welby 39.84 N and �104.95 W.
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contributions from OG. The amount of ozone produced during upslope transport is clearly a topic that should
be explored further using chemistry observations and modeling.

The highest ozone day experienced during the campaign was on 22 July 2014. Compared to the average con-
ditions and the patterns seen on 12 August, TROG extended further south in the afternoon mixing with areas
of high TRAreaMobile, whereas TRAreaMobile had only a small impact on the northeastern NFRMA. Widespread
high ozone comes along with the widespread emission tracers. Clear skies, a lower and slow growing PBLH
(Figure 4; evident for NREL Golden), and reduced ventilation (not shown) resulted in less dilution with
increased tracer concentrations, which contributed to the high ozone concentrations. During the transport
into the foothills, TROG and TRAreaMobile stay mostly separate, yet the distribution of both tracers is shifted
to the south compared to 12 August. The model also indicates transport across the Continental Divide
reaching the Granby area ~20 LT on 23 July (not shown).

Hourly ozone concentrations reached 80 ppb and higher on 22 July at most NFRMA sites. Ozone concentra-
tions remained elevated into the late afternoon/evening in and near the foothills but decreased at surface
sites in the southern and eastern NFRMA. This might be explained in that, similar to 12 August, recirculation
of NFRMA pollution leads to ozone buildup and the onset of downsloping winds ~18 LT at sites near the foot-
hills likely contributed to keeping ozone values elevated. A potential solenoid flow has been discussed by
Sullivan et al. (2016) for the northern NFRMA on 22 July around 2 UTC (20 LT) when ozone concentrations
at Fort Collins West and RF North experienced a small second peak. Similar to what was shown for 12
August, we do see recirculation flows and subsidence over the NFRMA, but mostly, these are simulated
during the day, whereas at 2 UTC (20 LT), the model simulations show the establishment of surface
downsloping winds. However, we note that the wind and PBL fields for 22 July change notably between
the different forecast cycles pointing toward a larger uncertainty in the model transport for this event.

Strongly elevated ozone concentrations are also detected at the mountain sites on 22 July. Hourly ozone con-
centrations greater than 80 ppb occur at Squaw Mountain and Mines Peak around 16 LT and 17 LT, respec-
tively, where enhanced TRAreaMobile and slightly enhanced TROG are modeled. The ozone concentrations at
the mountain sites are higher than would be suggested by the tracers, but this is because the tracers are
purely emission tracers and have no chemical production, whereas ozone was produced efficiently during
the transport to the mountains. TROG is enhanced at Longs Peak and Trail Ridge Road, but TRAreaMobile

remains low in line with the reduced influence of TRAreaMobile in the northeastern NFRMA on this day. Still,
Longs Peak and Trail Ridge Road experience peaks in ozone concentrations of 76 ppb and 82 ppb,
respectively, demonstrating the ozone formation potential of air masses originating from the OG area and
transported over the northern part of the Front Range urban areas.

On 2 August, upslope is very pronounced in the south with TRAreaMobile being transported well beyond the
Continental Divide. Similar to the two cases discussed before, the two tracers are mostly separated during
transport into the mountains, yet transport of TROG appears to be weaker. This might have contributed to
the lower ozone concentrations at Longs Peak and Trail Ridge Road (72 ppb and 71 ppb, respectively),
whereas higher maximum ozone was detected at Squaw Mountain and Mines Peak (77 ppb).

On 3 August, we see that fairly strong upslope transports the tracers to the west but, similar to the day before,
is most established at the southern part of the NFRMAwith high levels of TRAreaMobile reaching to and beyond
the Continental Divide. The model tracers agree well with the emission data measured by the NCAR/NSF
C-130 on this day (not shown here), when a similar flight pattern was carried out as on 12 August.
Numerous sites in the NFRMA reach hourly ozone maxima beyond 80 ppb including the northern foothills
sites, yet Longs Peak and Trail Ridge Road hourly ozone concentrations remain in the moderate range.
Similar to the day before, Mines Peak and Squaw Mountain reach the highest ozone concentrations of
84 ppb at 19 LT and 79 ppb at 21 LT, respectively.

Our last example is 8 August, when upslope was weakest of the days considered. We chose this day because it
reflects elevated ozone along the W-E transect of ozone monitors and where TROG and TRAreaMobile intersect.
The NFRMA monitors near the start of this transect close to the foothills (RF North and SB Creek) reach
>80 ppb at 16 LT and the two Niwot Ridge sites at the end of this transect reach 78 ppb at 17 LT. From
the four main mountain sites, only Longs Peak and Squaw Mountain show enhanced ozone with the former
reaching a narrow peak of 75 ppb at 18 LT and the latter a much broader peak of up to 78 ppb at 17 LT,
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respectively. It is also interesting to note that TROG shows enhanced concentrations west of the Continental
Divide on this day. This is not related to transport from the NFRMA but to eastward transport of OG emissions
from the western slopes.

The considered cases show that upslope flow conditions can be quite variable. While OG sources are themain
contributor to tracer concentrations in the northern mountains and urban sources represent the major
contribution to tracer concentrations in the southern mountains, one cannot exclude that either emissions
sources can impact any of the remote area. Whether or not air masses remain separated during upslope flows
depends on the degree of mixing in the NFRMA and on the direction of the upslope. The tracer analysis also
points toward efficient ozone production under conditions when air masses originating from OG source
regionsmix with air masses originating from urban andmobile source sectors. In addition, we find a tendency
for highest hourly ozone concentrations occurring at NFRMA sites closest to the foothills.

The inert model tracers are valuable in the analysis of upslope flows as they do not depend on conditions
being conducive to ozone production. Not all upslope days necessarily are also high ozone days and even
on low ozone days, other pollutants (e.g., ammonia) still might be transported to themountain regions affect-
ing the ecosystems when deposited (e.g., Benedict et al., 2011, 2013; Thompson et al., 2015).

8. Conclusions

We have introduced a set of inert emission tracers in the regional Weather Research and Forecasting Model
(WRF) to assist in-flight planning during the FRAPPÉ and DISCOVER-AQ campaigns in summer 2014 in the
Colorado Northern Front Range Metropolitan Area (NFRMA). The tracers represent the emissions from oil
and gas activities and from urban sources in Colorado and have shown high value for forecasting during
the campaigns and for the analysis of the comprehensive measurement data set. The tracers help to visualize
the flow patterns and support chemical analysis with information about mixing of air masses from different
emission sources. This paper also serves to provide an overall evaluation of the tracers as they have been
used in other studies (Vu et al., 2016).

The NFRMA is a very challenging region to model because of the complex topography but comparison to
wind observations from surface sites and ozone sonde launches shows that the model overall simulates well
the general wind patterns, which are dominated by mountain-valley flows. However, the model does not
necessarily resolve the much localized nature of the surface wind measurements. Statistical analysis of
chemical trace gases measured from aircraft with the respective model tracers reveals a high degree of correla-
tion and provides confidence in using the model to support the analysis of transport patterns in the NFRMA.

The tracers provide a means of analyzing the general distribution and mixing of different emission sources.
During nighttime, the urban tracer reveals a pooling of emissions from the Denver metro area to the NE
toward the region of strong oil and gas sources. Flow reversal in the morning transports aged urban
emissions together with fresh oil and gas emissions toward the Metro area with important implications for
chemistry. Around midmorning, upslope flows frequently develop starting at near-foothill sites and then
spreading to the east and west. These have the potential of carrying NFRMA pollution to the remote
mountain areas. During the campaigns, numerous cases of upslope flows have been encountered and these
form the focus of this study.

The analysis of model tracers and surface ozone observations together with wind data at NFRMA and
mountain sites demonstrates that on days with high ozone values at NFRMA foothills sites, there is also a high
likelihood of strong upslope flows and, as a result, the mountain sites experience high ozone and high tracer
concentrations. On 12 August 2014, the NCAR/NSF C-130 well captured a strong upslope event, which was
forecast by the tracer model. The aircraft followed transport of NFRMA pollution toward the Continental
Divide and also captured spillover into the Frasier Valley on the west side of the Continental Divide.
Measured chemical tracers and modeled emission tracers both indicate a separation of air masses from
the northern and southern parts of the NFRMA with the former mostly influenced by oil and gas emissions
and the latter by urban emissions. While there seems to be a tendency for oil and gas and urban influenced
air masses to be separated during upslope events, this is not necessarily true for all events, and the exact
nature of the impact of NFRMA pollution on remote mountain areas depends on the degree of mixing in
the NFRMA and the general direction of upslope flows that can vary from NE to E or SE.
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The presented analysis demonstrates that oil and gas pollutants from sources to the north and northeast of
Denver frequently remain unmixed with Denver-based pollutants as they are both transported to the moun-
tains in upslope flow and potentially spillover the Continental Divide into the valleys to the west. Some of the
transported pollution gets lofted and recirculated back to the NFRMA. This implies that mountain sites are not
necessarily representative of inflow/background conditions. Even if winds are from the west, the air masses
still can carry some influence from sources in the NFRMA, given that NFRMA pollution can be transported
across the Continental Divide and then brought back via return flows. For this reason, it is important to look
at the air mass history and not just actual wind data. The study also demonstrates how complex the flow
patterns in the NFRMA can be, and their high variability on small scales (in time and space) highlights how
crucial it is for models to provide a reasonably accurate simulation of transport when assessing air quality.
The NFRMA contains a range of different emission sources with very different chemical signatures, and the
photochemistry is strongly dependent on their degree of mixing and interaction. The FRAPPÉ and
DISCOVER-AQ provide highly valuable data on flow patterns frequently occurring in the Front Range and
provide an excellent test bed for evaluating model performance.
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